A sense of place 2021

One of the most beautiful villages in France
Remarkable heritage site
_____

During your visit, you will discover a village with remarkable scenery and architecture,
classified since 1998 among the Most Beautiful Villages of France. In 2019, the
Esplanade of the castle was opened, allowing free access and breathtaking views of the
Vallée des Baux. You will see the Camargue and, on a clear day, the Sainte-Victoire
mountain.
Before strolling through the streets of this stone vessel, let's stop for a moment to
consider its geographical location and the highlights of its history.
The village of Les Baux-de-Provence is located in the heart of the triangle Arles Avignon - Salon-de-Provence, south of the Alpilles mountain range. As the etymology of
the word Baux indicates - from the Provençal "baù" (pronounced "baou") "steep place" the perched village of Baux-de-Provence dominates the plain from a fortified spur.
Entirely carved out of limestone, here called "molasse", it dominates the southern plains,
towards Arles and the Camargue. Its geographical situation allows observation and
defense: it is both difficult to take because of its steep ledges which surround it, and
easy to reach from the surrounding valleys. Thus, it was from the beginning a place very
coveted by the man.

Tourist Office of Les Baux-de-Provence, Tel. +33 (0)4 90 54 34 39
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Indeed, if the city of Les Baux was only born at the beginning of the Middle Ages, it
succeeded to a very old settlement. As early as the Neolithic period (about 6,000 BC), a
relatively dense population lived here, due to the favorable conditions offered by
nature: deep valleys, numerous caves serving as habitats, abundant springs nearby and
steep plateaus to take shelter.
Then, it was the turn of the Greeks to settle there, then of the Romans, attracted by the
strategic position of the place, established on the most direct way leading to Spain,
recently invested. From their colonization was born an important road network and a
methodical exploitation of the soil's riches.
The influence of these two peoples was considerable, as was that exerted by the Baux
family, a great Provencal family, throughout the Middle Ages. It was this family that built
the first fortified town of Les Baux in the 10th century and it was also this family that
ordered the construction of the imposing 13th century castle, whose keep still proudly
dominates the town.
Our journey through the village will lead us to the gates of the ancient fortress. We will
take the opportunity to evoke in more detail this medieval past which has deeply
marked Les Baux, both in its history and in its physiognomy.
After the death of the last princess of Les Baux, at the end of the Middle Ages, the
castle passed in turn into the domain of the count and the king. Its residential buildings
were partly rebuilt, a new enclosure was built and the city experienced a rather
prosperous period. But this did not last! The castle is again subject to troubles.
King Louis XIII decided to put it in order and sent his powerful minister Richelieu. Under
siege, the city fell. The ramparts are pulled down, the city loses its military vocation and
enters a slow decline. The steep plateau was gradually abandoned in favor of the plain,
and the "lower city" was born. At the end of the 19th century, the city had only 400
inhabitants compared to 3,000 in the 13th century.
It was not until the end of the Second World War that the village rose from its ashes
thanks to tourism.
Go and meet the sumptuous buildings that line its streets and soak up the Provencal
atmosphere that reigns here!
Tourist Office of Les Baux-de-Provence, Tel. +33 (0)4 90 54 34 39
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Village map
_____
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1) The King’s House – Tourist office
Until the French Revolution, the town of Les Baux was the center of both royal and
lordly jurisdiction and, for many years, it was dispensed from this building, the "King's
House", built in 1499. Justice was meted out here in the sovereign's name. In the 19th
century, an opening was made in the ramparts behind the buildings, giving the town the
entrance we see today. The King's House is now the home of the Tourist office.

2) The Santons Museum
The museum houses several collections Neapolitan figurines of the 17th and 18th
centuries, 19th century « santons » for churches, and figures by famous makers such as
Carbonnel, Fouque, Jouve, Peyron-Campagna, Toussaint, Thérèse Neveu, Louise
Berger, Simone Jouglas... The Museum also presents scenes made with santons
dressed in different eras illustrating the Provençal and Baussenque traditions related to
the Nativity. A very large canvas made by Antoine Serra (1908-1995), represents the
midnight mass at the Baux-de-Provence completes these unique collections.
Open all year everyday. Free entrance.

3) Eyguieres Gate
Visitors wishing to walk to the Fontaine Valley can take the cobbled Chemin de la
Calade and go through the Eyguieres Gate (or Watergate) which, until 1866, was the
only entrance of the village. Rebuilt by Constable de Montmorency, the gate was raised
in the 18th century by the Prince of Monaco who had been granted Barony of Les Baux
in 1642. The coat-of-arms of the House of Grimaldi can still be seen above the gate, in a
cartouche decorated with Baroque foliage.

Tourist Office of Les Baux-de-Provence, Tel. +33 (0)4 90 54 34 39
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4) Hôtel de Porcelet - Yves Brayer Museum
This fine late 16th century mansion has an original façade and elegant finely carved
room decorated with 17th century paintings. The museum houses an important
retrospective of the works of Yves Brayer. Born in 1907, he was one of the most
celebrated contemporary French painters of the 20th century. Although he was faithful
to the figurative tradition, his ample métier was enriched by his personal vision. His
paintings proved to be very diverse, for besides his well-known landscapes, he also
painted vast canvases, portraits and still lifes. A lover of Mediterranean landscapes,
Yves Brayer sojourned in Marocco, Spain and Italy before settling down in the
Camargue and in Provence.

A vision of happiness – The Poetic Reality painters
19 May to 31 December
Caillard, Jules Cavaillès, Raymond Legueult, Roger Limouse, Roland Oudot, André
Planson and Constantin Terechkovitch exhibited together in the inter-war period.
Colourists, draughtsmen, focussing on composition, they sought sincerity and truth in
their painting. Intimist scenes, nudes, landscapes, silent lifes, expressing the simple
beauty of a pantheistic universe where naturalism is the source of hedonistic poetry.
From May to September, everyday from 10 am to 12.30 pm and from 2 pm to 6.30 pm October to end of December, everyday (except tuesday) from 11 am to 12.30 pm and
from 2 pm to 5 pm
Fees: Adult 8 Group
, - 18 yo free
Practical information: Yves Brayer Museum - Tel. +33 (0)4 90 54 36 99
www.yvesbrayer.com - olivier@yvesbrayer.com
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5) White Penitent’s Chapel
On the Church Square, on the edge of the cliff overlooking the Fontaine Valley, stands
the chapel built in the mid 17th century by the Brotherhood of White Penitents.
It was raised from the ruins in 1937 by the Brotherhoods of Langue d'Oc and dedicated
to St. Estelle who has been asked to watch over the memory of the old penitents from
Les Baux.
The huge doorway decorated with rusticated masonry and topped by a low relief
showing two penitents kneeling and bearing the chiselled inscription, "In nomine Jesu
omne genus flectatur" (In the name of Jesus, every knee shall bow). The interior of the
chapel, which once had ribbed vaulting, is decorated with frescoes by Yves Brayer
(1974) representing the Shepherds' Christmas in the Provençal tradition.
Open everyday. Free entrance.

6) Saint-Vincent Church
The 12th-century building is characteristic of Baussenque constructions in its southern
half troglodytic part. The large vaulted nave in broken barrel was extended eastward in
1609 without breaking the Romanesque harmony of the ensemble.
At the bottom left of the church is the funerary chapel of the Manville Family with the
flamboyant Gothic vault. Opposite, in the chapel dug in the rock, is the wagon where
the newborn lamb is placed during the pastry ceremony during the Midnight Mass. The
modern stained glass windows of the master glassmaker Max Ingrand were donated in
1962 by Prince Rainier III of Monaco.
On the outside, the facade was profoundly modified by the restorations of the 19th
century. Above the window overlooking the semicircular entrance gate, we see a
beautiful engraving in the stone depicting a wild animal, probably a griffin with a
trifurcate tongue. On the south side, the Lantern of the Dead is an elegant circular turret
topped by a dome decorated with gargoyles at the top of which, according to tradition,
once burned a flame during the death of an inhabitant of the Baux.
Open everyday. Free entrance.
Tourist Office of Les Baux-de-Provence, Tel. +33 (0)4 90 54 34 39
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7) Château des Baux
It is in the thirteenth century that the rocky spur of the Baux crowns this imposing
fortress, at the request of the powerful family of the Baux. The architects of the time
tamed the site by cutting it to reinforce its defensive character. Its protection rests on
an enclosure whose general layout follows the top of the spur. The enclosure is flanked
by three quadrangular towers: the Saracen tower, the Paravelle tower and the Bannes
tower.
The highest point of the defence: an imposing 35 m high keep, entirely made of stone
and provided with thick walls. The enclosure still houses the seigneurial dovecote, the
former hospital of Quiqueran, the chapel castrale and the chapel Saint-Blaise.
Historical Monument, the Castle offers an exceptional panorama of Provence, from Aix
to Arles, and beyond. Thanks to the fully audioguided tour in 10 languages (F, GB, D, I,
NL, E, J, R, C, P), the visitor discovers the tumultuous past of the Lords, « Race of
aiglons, jamais vassale » according to Frédéric Mistral.

8) Castle esplanade and the Chapel of Saint-Blaise
This beautiful open access esplanade offers visitors a breathtaking panorama of the
valley of the Baux up to the Camargue. On a clear day, we can see the Sainte-Victoire
mountain.
The Romanesque chapel was, in the seventeenth century, the seat of the brotherhood
of wool carders and weavers, of which Saint-Blaise is the patron saint.

9) Medieval Siege Engines
Full-size siege machines testify to medieval military tactics: different types of catapults
such as the trebuchet, the ball-ball, the ballistic and the bricole as well as a ram used to
hit the base of the walls of the besieged places.

Tourist Office of Les Baux-de-Provence, Tel. +33 (0)4 90 54 34 39
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Events at the Château des Baux 2021
_____

Photo exhibition: Kandinsky, pioneer of abstraction
19 May to 2 January 2022
Mirroring the programme at the Carrières de Lumières, the Château des Baux will offer
visitors the opportunity to stroll freely through the life and works of the painter Wassily
Kandinsky (1866 1944). Father figure of modern art, his theoretical writings and
pictural experiments opened the way to abstract art.
Through eleven large-format panels mixing photographs and reproductions of works,

His years of training, his affection for Russia, his sources of inspiration drawn from
popular legends and traditions, his travels in a Europe devastated by the wars, but also
the centre of a great artistic effervescence, along with the collective adventures of Der
Blaue Reiter and Bauhaus.
The path will highlight the creation of this pioneer of abstraction, whose life was marked
by the turmoil of the 20th century. Lastly it will be the story of this untiring quest for
spirituality to which Kandinsky dedicated his existence and of the invention of a new
language able to express the inner nature of an extraordinary artist.
Fees: Adult
- Senior (+65 yo)
- Children (7-17 yo) and Youth (18-25 yo)
- Concession (student +25 yo, jobseeker, teacher
- Children (-7 yo) free
- Family (2 adults and 2 children)
*With events: from 6 July to 29 August and 23 to 31 October 2021
Reservation: message@chateau-baux-provence.com - www.chateau-baux-provence.com
mandatory mask
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Summer Holidays
6 July to 29 August
Crossbow shooting, demonstrations of war machines and interventions by the master at
arms during a lively tour that will give you the keys for understanding the rich history of
this important site in Provence through numerous anecdotes.

Autumn Holidays
23 to 31 October
-storytellers who
will reveal many of the secrets of the culinary arts in the 15th century, at the time of the
last Dame des Baux.

Christmas in Provence
18 December to 2 January
Get together with your family in the bright enchanted decor of the Château des Baux.

Open everyday, January/February/November/December from 10 am to 5 pm,
March/October from 9.30 am to 6.30 pm, May/June/September from 9 am to 7 pm,
July/August from 9 am to 7.30 pm
Fees: Adult
- Senior (+65 yo)
- Children (7-17 yo) and Youth
(18Children (-7 yo) free - Family (2 adults and 2 children)
*With events: from 6 July to 29 August and 23 to 31 October 2021
Tel. +33 (0)4 90 49 20 02
www.chateau-baux-provence.com - message@chateau-baux-provence.com
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10) Renaissance Window - Post Tenebras Lux
Opposite the majestic façade of the Manville Residence, there was once a large
mansion dating from 1571 (the "Brisson-Peyre" Residence). All that remains of it today is
a mullioned window with an entablature bearing a Calvinist inscription, "Post Tenebras
Lux 1571" (After the Darkness, Light).
This declaration of Protestant faith suggests that there may have been a place of
worship here, used by the Reformed Religion. In fact, there were many followers of the
Protestant faith in Les Baux since it was tolerated by the Baron des Baux.

11) Hôtel de Manville – Town Hall
The town's finest Renaissance mansion was built in 1571 for a rich Protestant family
headed by Claude de Manville. The irregular frontage following the line of the main
street contains many wide mullioned windows, ensuring plenty of light for the interior.
The inner courtyard with its porticos repeats the same ordered layout as the
Renaissance mullions. The mansion has been restored and is now the Town Hall.

Tourist Office of Les Baux-de-Provence, Tel. +33 (0)4 90 54 34 39
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12) Hotel Jean De Brion - Louis Jou Foundation (1881-1968)
As an artist, engraver,
stems from works that combine creative power with perfect execution.
He was a friend of painters and poets (Derain, Picasso, Apollinaire, Suarès) and, in 1939,
he decided to set up his studio in Les Baux-de-Provence.
A pioneering artist in the town, he bought the Jean de Brion Renaissance mansion
which he restored. After his death it became a museum dedicated to his works and
collections: nearly 1,500 16th to 19th century works, Dürer and Goya ethchings.
But the years have gone by, and at present the museum is undergoing consolidation
works and its spaces are being reorganised.
presses and the sets of letters created by the artist, you can see the world of
typography and art publishing.
Louis Jou was a passionate artist who had a major influence on contemporary books.

Tourist Office of Les Baux-de-Provence, Tel. +33 (0)4 90 54 34 39
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European Arts and Crafts day
_____

The Most Beautiful Villages of France offer more than a remarkable heritage. They are
privileged places of inspiration and creation. They are also places where ancient and
contemporary know-how is passed on.
It is in this approach that the commune of Les Baux has registered for the European
Days of Art Trades, which traditionally take place in April. For its first participation, the
commune turned to the Louis Jou Foundation for a program around the art of book
craft.
During the weekend, François Vinourd, curator and restorer of books, was to install his
Atelier du Livre in the heart of the Louis Jou Foundation, and present the conservation
and restoration.
In Louis Jou's workshop, Jean-Louis Estève and Christian Paput proposed to attend the
printing of woodcuts on the historical presses of the master typographer Louis Jou, the
Stanhope, the first models entirely in metal. It was an opportunity to learn the
techniques of wood engraving.
The commune had also invited the craftsman and paper maker Benoît Dudognon, and
the designer Stéphanie Allard. In the cultural space of La Citerne, the creator of the
paper maker's workshop proposed two conferences on the history and the manufacture
of Japanese paper.
Finally, an exhibition was to be held on the walls of La Citerne around the works of the
artist Patricia Piard and Mathilde Poulanges, who respectively work with washi paper by
mixing origami and watercolor, and the abandoned book transformed into a work of art.

Tourist Office of Les Baux-de-Provence, Tel. +33 (0)4 90 54 34 39
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Louis Jou, architect of the Book and des Baux
2 and 16 June, 7 and 21 July at 2 pm
The Louis Jou Foundation offers you a thematic visit around printing, typography and the
history of books.
In the workshop of the master typographer, located in the Grand Rue Frédéric Mistral
opposite the Museum, immerse yourself in the life and work of this illustrious artist from
Baux-de-Provence.
Discover the printing techniques through demonstrations of prints from the historical
Stanhope presses, the first models made entirely of metal. Continue with a visit to the
Atelier du livre, located in the Hôtel de Brion just across the street, where old works are
restored. Finally, admire the most beautiful copies of travelogues collected by Louis Jou
in the library.
Visit in French or in English duration: 2h maximum 15 persons from 8 yo
Fee
-18 yo
Reservation to be made at the latest the day before the visit: Tourist office of Les Bauxde-Provence
Tel. +33 (0)4 90 54 34 39 tourisme@lesbauxdeprovence.com
mandatory mask
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11) Pavillon de La Reine Jeanne
Nestling in the Vallon de la Fontaine near the old washhouse is an elegant corner
pavilion in the Renaissance style built for Jeanne de Quiqueran, the wife of Honoré des
Martins, Baron of Les Baux from 1568 to 1581. It is a decorative piece of
architecture designed to ornament a garden belonging to the Baux family and
was
replica built for his tomb in Maillane.

14, 15) Tremaïe and Gaïe Funeral Memorials
that is partially legible. A larger monument stands 250m further north, above a small
chapel built in the second half of the 19th century. The memorial is composed of a niche
flanked with pilasters and containing three figures. Tradition has it that this bas-relief
servant, Sara.

Tourist Office of Les Baux-de-Provence, Tel. +33 (0)4 90 54 34 39
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16) Carrières de Lumières
In the Val d'Enfer, the monumental limestone quarries host immersive exhibitions. Each
year, a new program presents the greatest names in the history of art.
Duration of the whole program Cézanne - Kandinsky: 45 min.

Cézanne – Kandinsky
19 May to 2 January 2022
Long program

Cézanne, master of Provence
The digital and immersive exhibition at the Carrières de Lumières presents the most
significant masterpieces of Cézanne (1839-1906) such as his still lifes with apples, The
Card Players (1890-95), and The Large Bathers (circa 1906), as well as a ten-minute
creation based on the works of the prolific and visionary artist Vassily Kandinsky (18661944).
A self-taught painter with 900 canvases and 400 watercolors, Cézanne painted
portraits, still lifes, landscapes and historical scenes and created multiple versions of
the same subject, constantly experimenting with the possibilities of pictorial matter. The
visitor is immersed in nature, under the great foliage of trees and forests, parks and
gardens where the bathers rest, to end on the Cézanne nature par excellence: Bibémus,
Estaque and, culminating, the Sainte-Victoire. His painting is also of a deep and
complete sincerity, maintaining the uncertainty, the passion. The visitor looks at the
intimate landscape of the artist: the self-portraits of his inner turmoil, the temperance
brought by the soothing daily life of Aix, the intimacy of the studio ... The strength of the
lines, the play on the material and its evolution, the permanent presence of nature, the
suspension of time, the evolution towards an abstract reality of colors and shapes.
Cézanne, Master of Provence offers a journey to the heart of the major works of the artist
from Aix-en-Provence, following the red thread from nature to Provence and SainteVictoire.
Creation and staging: Cutback under the artistic direction of Gianfranco Iannuzzi
Duration: 35 min
Tourist Office of Les Baux-de-Provence, Tel. +33 (0)4 90 54 34 39
tourisme@lesbauxdeprovence.com - www.lesbauxdeprovence.com
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Short program

Wassily Kandinsky, the Abstract Odyssey
After Cézanne, the Carrières de Lumières present a ten-minute creation. This second,
more experimental part reveals the force of movement and rhythm of forms and color.
Immersed in a chromatic explosion, the visitor discovers the most significant works of
this impulse of modernity.
Creation and staging: Cutback under the artistic direction of Virginie Martin
Duration: 10 min
May, June, September & October from 9.30 am to 7 pm, July & August 9 am to
7.30 pm
Last entrance 1h before closure
Fee
- Senior (+ 65 yo
- Children (7-17 yo
- Youth (18-25 yo
Concession (student +25 yo, jobseeker, teacher)
- Children (-7 yo) free - Family
(2 adults and 2 children
Tel +33 (0)4 90 49 20 02
www.carrieres-lumieres.com - message@carrieres-lumieres.com

Baux-de-Provence Pass
(Carrières de Lumières + Château des Baux, Yves Brayer Museum offered)
Fees: Adult
Senior (+ 65 yo)
7-25 yo
Concession (student +25 yo, jobseeker, teacher)
- 7 yo free
Family (2 adults and 2 children)
*With events: from 6 July to 29 August and 23 to 31 October 2021.

Tourist Office of Les Baux-de-Provence, Tel. +33 (0)4 90 54 34 39
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Animations 2021
_____

Looking for Beethoven
15 July
Pascal Amoyel has conducted a thrilling investigation and decodes the absolute
masterpiece of the piano, the 32 Sonatas, a true diary of a life. Served by an
internationally renowned pianist, this show reveals the secret face of the man.

Mozart and the stars
15 and 16 August
Mozart and the stars is a journey to the farthest reaches of the universe. Through
projections of images of the cosmos, astrophysicist Hubert Reeves and the Ensemble
Calliopée combine astronomy and music. Music and cosmological narrative lead us to
reflect on the evolution of the universe, the chance and the necessity, which govern it.
A show conceived by Hubert Reeves and Karine Lethiec, artistic director of the
Ensemble Calliopée.

The Complete Carrières de Lumières
3, 4, 10, 11, 24, 25 August, 17, 18, 24, 25 September, 2, 21, 28 October, 28
December
Come to these unique evening events and discover or relive previous exhibitions. A
singular selection provided by the great master-painters: Klimt and Vienna, a century of
gold and colour (2014),
(2016), Japan dreamt,
images of a floating world (2019) and Dali, the endless enigma (2020).
Information, reservation and ticketing on the Carrières de Lumières website
www.carrieres-lumieres.com

Tourist Office of Les Baux-de-Provence, Tel. +33 (0)4 90 54 34 39
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Le Val d’enfer
The mineral and chaotic world of Baux-de-Provence has inspired many writers. Its
tormented landscape with cliffs pierced by caves has given birth to many legends.
In the "Val d'Enfer", guarded by stone monsters, the legends and poets lodged witches
and fairies. Dante was inspired by the Valley of Hell to write his Inferno. Mistral, in
Mirèio, situated the lair of the witch Taven there, the Cabro d'or still guards the treasure
of a Saracen prince.

Tourist Office of Les Baux-de-Provence, Tel. +33 (0)4 90 54 34 39
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Les Baux-de-Provence differently
_____

Do you want to share special moments with family, friends or groups? To exchange
know-how? Discover together the treasures of the landscapes, the orchards, the fauna
and flora at the foot of the village and in the hills of the Alpilles, the unusual or lesser
known facets of Baux-de-Provence.

Information and reservation: Tourist office
Tel. +33 (0)4 90 54 34 39 - www.lesbauxdeprovence.com
tourisme@lesbauxdeprovence.com

In the footsteps of the Grimaldi, Princes de Monaco
School vacations, departure from the Tourist Office
Discover the historical links that have united Les Baux and Monaco for over 400 years.
In 1642, King Louis XIII gave the seigneury of Les Baux to Hercule Grimaldi, Prince of
Monaco, to thank him for his policy in favor of the French crown.
Duration: 1h - 6 pers. maxi due to the current health context
Fees
Free - 18 yo

The tour of the rock, from Prehistory to today
School vacations, departure from the Tourist Office
Walk along the Trémaïe path at the foot of the rocky outcrop with Cyril Dumas, heritage
conservation officer. Discover the history of Les Baux over time through various
vestiges: Gallic habitats from the Iron Age, the Roman steles of the Trémaïe and the
Gaïe, the Trémaïe Chapel, its legend of the three Maries and its pilgrimage, the stone
quarries from Antiquity to the present day, the Vallon de la Fontaine and its springs that
were vital for the village's water supply, the Porte Eyguières...
Duration: 1h30 - from 8 yo - 6 pers. maxi due to the current health context
Fees
- 18 yo

Tourist Office of Les Baux-de-Provence, Tel. +33 (0)4 90 54 34 39
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Bird watching
In autumn and winter, departure from the Tourist office
Go for a walk in the Alpilles accompanied by a bird specialist. You will discover various
bird species and admire their beauty through the binoculars. You will also learn how to
protect them, even in your own garden.
Duration: 2h from 6 yo - 6 pers. due to the current health context
Fees: 6-15 yo
- over 15 yo

Fat ball workshop
In autumn and winter, departure from the Tourist office
Create fat balls to help birds meet their energy needs during the winter. The walk and
the fat ball workshop are conducted in partnership with the Parc Ornithologique de Pont
de Gau. The bird specialist will reveal all the tricks you need to know about feeding
birds.
Duration: 1h from 6 yo - 6 pers. due to the current health context
Fees:
Registration to both activities Bird watching + Fat ball workshop, at a reduced rate:
Adult:
- child

Tourist Office of Les Baux-de-Provence, Tel. +33 (0)4 90 54 34 39
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Gastronomy and terroir
_____

Walk through the olive trees
Moulin Castelas, Tuesdays and Thursdays at 10.30 am, from April to
September
Discover how olives, so symbolic of Provence, grow and offer one of the best oils in the
world through a walk in the olive trees, followed by a visit to the mill and a tasting of
olive oils. A gustatory, natural and local discovery for all!
Free, subject to prior booking, Tuesdays & Thursdays at 10.30 am (except bank
holidays)

Olive oil tasting initiation
Moulin Castelas, Wednesdays at 10.30 am, from April to September
Learn more about olives and PDO oil from the Vallée des Baux-de-Provence.
Visit the Castelas Mill for a tour of the mill followed by an introduction to olive oil tasting.
The workshops will introduce you to the subtle game of discovering the typicality of
Castelas oils. An olive oil tasting is like a tasting of great wines: in the rules of the art.
Free, subject to prior booking, Wednesdays (except bank holidays)
Practical information: Moulin Castelas
Tel. +33 (0)4 90 54 50 86
www.castelas.com info@castelas.com

Tourist Office of Les Baux-de-Provence, Tel. +33 (0)4 90 54 34 39
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Walking path at Mas Sainte Berthe Winery
Mas Sainte Berthe, everyday
The route, located at the foot of the village, is specially designed to discover the grape
varieties and the vegetative cycle of the vine. It offers an exceptional and unique view
of the Château des Baux.
Distance: 1,6 km - Duration: 30 minutes
Free access everyday
Practical information: Mas Sainte-Berthe
Tel. +33 (0)4 90 54 46 17
www.mas-sainte-berthe.com - massteberthe@orange.fr

Mas Sainte Berthe winery visit
The Mas Sainte Berthe offers you a visit of the cellar followed by a tasting of its wines
classified AOP Les Baux-de-Provence, as well as a guided tour of the estate by
appointment.
Practical information: Mas Sainte-Berthe
Tel. +33 (0)4 90 54 46 17
www.mas-sainte-berthe.com - massteberthe@orange.fr

Mas de la Dame
To discover the organic AOP Les Baux-de-Provence wines of the domain, treat yourself
to a private tasting in the cellar (by appointment) and also taste the products of the
olive tree (olive oil, tapenade ).
Practical information: Mas de la Dame
Tel. +33 (0)4 90 54 32 24
www.masdeladame.com - masdeladame@masdeladame.com

Find all the events in our agenda on
https://www.lesbauxdeprovence.com/en/downloads

Tourist Office of Les Baux-de-Provence, Tel. +33 (0)4 90 54 34 39

E
tourisme@lesbauxdeprovence.com - www.lesbauxdeprovence.com
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Tourist office of Les Baux-de-Provence
Maison du Roy

13520 Les Baux-de-Provence

Tel. +33 (0)4 90 54 34 39
www.lesbauxdeprovence.com
tourisme@lesbauxdeprovence.com
GPS

-

#LESBAUXTOURISME #LESBAUXDEPROVENCE #LESPLUSBEAUXVILLAGESDEFRANCE
#SITESHISTORIQUESGRIMALDIDEMONACO #SITEPATRIMONIALREMARQUABLE #SITECLASSÉ
#PARCNATURELRÉGIONALDESALPILLES

Tourist Office of Les Baux-de-Provence, Tel. +33 (0)4 90 54 34 39
tourisme@lesbauxdeprovence.com - www.lesbauxdeprovence.com
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